
 

 

Introduction 
Telecommunications carriers are in fierce competition to capture enterprise accounts. With a wide choice of 
offerings available to customers today, carriers must compete on features, quality of service (QoS) and price. 
Carriers are increasingly held accountable to tight Service Level Agreements (SLAs) with monetary penalties 
for any lapse in network performance. Enterprise businesses are dependent on their communications 
infrastructure to generate positive business results, and are exposed to significant losses if their 
communications links are not 100% reliable. Meeting SLA requirements relies on accurate measurement of 
network performance. Network delay (or latency) is a key performance metric, whether actually specified in 
an SLA or used by operators to fully understand their network behavior. However, accurately measuring one-
way delay in packet-based networks is increasingly difficult if Network Timing Protocol (NTP) deployments 
follow historical models developed for enterprise-class networks. This paper provides some background and 
presents how distributed deployment of carrier-class NTP servers will solve this problem. 
 

A Typical Service Level Agreement 
Service level agreements are becoming increasingly sophisticated as savvy customers tailor them to the 
specific needs of their business. Customers are demanding proof that operators meet network performance 
guarantees negotiated in their contract SLAs in the form of monthly network monitoring reports. Key SLA 
factors include network uptime, guaranteed bandwidth (upstream and downstream), dropped 
packets/frames, and network delay latency from site to site. Carriers deploy advanced measurement and 
monitoring systems to monitor and control network performance and generate SLA reports for their 
customers.  
 
Many of these measurements rely on the ability to accurately measure time. Network outage events must 
be accurately time stamped to correctly determine the outage duration and failure sequence. Time-critical 
services such as voice and video are also dependent on one-way delay latency in the network. Quality of 
service will suffer greatly if upstream and downstream latency cannot be tightly controlled.  
 

Common practice is to assure that all network elements share a common time of day (ToD) reference. This is 
typically accomplished using Network Time Protocol (NTP). NTP is a client server technology allowing 
multiple clients to time synchronize their local clocks to a common NTP server. The NTP server is generally 
locked to the GPS network of satellites providing coordinated universal traceable time UTC). 
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A central NTP server can be used to time align network elements to plus or minus 100 ms over a Wide Area 
Network (WAN). This is sufficient for coarse event logging, but does not meet the SLA monitoring 
requirements in today’s advanced networks where sub millisecond level measurement accuracy is required 
 
The Need for Increased Time Accuracy in SLA Monitoring  

The fundamental issue with measurement of network delay latency is the asymmetry of today’s Ethernet 
networks. As more and more telecom applications require NTP such as Ethernet performance monitoring.  
With NTP being ubiquitous, it is often mistakenly assumed that timestamps from the same centralized NTP 
source would be synchronized regardless of where the clients are located. The factor that impairs timestamp 
accuracy is often disregarded, which is the network behavior between the server and the client.  If network 
delay paths and traffic loading queues were perfectly symmetrical, a centralized source of timing, such as an 
NTP server, could be used to perfectly time align all elements in the network. It could then be used to 
accurately measure one-way upstream and downstream network latency for SLA compliance. Unfortunately, 
the same asymmetric delays requiring monitoring have a critical impact on the ability to use a centralized time 
source as a measurement reference as shown in Figure 1. Since centrally-served NTP timing packets 
experience the same network delays as the payload data, they are fundamentally unsuitable as a one-way 
delay measurement reference.  

 

 
 

Distributed Sync Sources are the Solution 

The solution is to distribute accurate sources of time throughout the network and get it as close to 
the client as possible.  This reduces the variables in the network that impairs timestamp accuracy;   
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variables such as packet delay variation (PDV), network congestion, traffic load, network path asymmetry, 
routing changes, etc.  The most common approach is to add a local GPS timing reference to critical network 
endpoints. GPS satellite receivers can be used to time align network elements to +/-100 ns. Fortunately, GPS 
receivers as Primary Reference Sources (PRS) are already deployed at critical locations near the client: the 
carrier Central Office. The simple next step is to use that PRS source as input to an NTP server at the same 
location. Usually this step is as easy as adding a card to an existing the building integrated timing supply (BITS) 
deployment (Figure 2). With GPS receivers at all network end points, one-way latency measurements can be 
made to +/-200 ns to and from any point in the network.  

 
 

 
 

Carrier-Class NTP 
 
NTP originated as an enterprise-class protocol and has proven to be very useful as it migrated into carrier 
packet-based networks. However carriers have always required carrier-class specification for all equipment 
installed in their networks, and it is important that their NTP implementation meet these network demands. 
Five essential elements characterize carrier-class NTP:  
• High precision,  
• High availability 
• Security 
• Robust management 
• Easy integration into the carrier infrastructure  
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As carriers solve the one-way delay measurement problem, the deployment must also fulfill these elements of 
a carrier-class technology. 
 

Conclusion 

SLA monitoring is increasingly dependent on accurate time synchronization to enable measurements over 
wide area networks. Carriers require cost-effective techniques to provide accurate one-way delay 
measurements to assure network latency requirements are met for their customers. Carrier-class Network 
Timing Protocol servers are well suited to meet the needs for accurate timing measurement in distributed 
networks, and solving the one way SLA measurement problem can be as simple as adding a card to existing 
deployments. 
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